THE MONEY'S RUNNING
OUT IN YOUR LOCAL NHS:

WHO'S WHO AND
WHAT'S WHAT
Andy Evans and John Stammers discuss a bright future

took up his £140.000+ pa job and not an alchemist. He
cannot and has not improved services by cutting them.
He has effectively closed down the modern Carlton
Court Hospital which provided mental health care as
well as its day centre and replaced it with out of hospital
teams and beds in private care homes. He has also
effectively closed Lowestoft Hospital; the Patrick Stead
in Halesworth and Southwold Hospital are to follow. In
Lowestoft Mr Evans promised us all the services we
could dream of in the Kirkley Rise Health Centre and a
new health centre in the north of the town if only we
didn't demand that Lowestoft Hospital remain open.
Well, the north is still waiting and the surgery at Kirkley
Rise has closed.
GREYFRIARS MEDICAL CENTRE

The latest cut is the proposed closure of Greyfriars
Medical Centre which is housed in a rather fine building
in Great Yarmouth. Designed to take pressure off the
James Paget Hospital Andy Evans is now claiming that it
The NHS is organised to mirror a large private corporation isn't used enough, a claim not borne out by the statistics.
with regional branches divided into sectors eg ambulance His latest bit of magic is to close the place down and
service, GPs, hospitals. The Great Yarmouth and Waveney replace the walk-in centre with, yes, the overflowing
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) is given a budget to James Paget A&E department. The Board of the James
spend locally on buying certain services from providers. Paget Hospital is not happy. Even the tame board of the
(By the way this CCG is also known as HealthEast).
CCG, the clinical staff who are supposed to be in charge
These different NHS services (eg the James Paget Hospital) of the mad house, is showing signs of life, even dissent.
are run as self contained organisations which are
In the mad world of pre-privatisation, bash the NHS
dependent on the CCG to give them contracts, eg a
policies, acute hospitals like the James Paget get punished
hospital will get a contract to perform certain operations
for the consequences of mad pre-privatisation cut-backs.
and will be paid per operation at a fixed rate. If some
They are fined if A&E is full and patients can't be admitcontracts are given to a private provider or the rate
ted quickly enough (and that's another problem for the
doesn't cover their costs the NHS hospital will try to cuts ambulance trust), they lose if they can't treat them
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rumour Andy Evans was in fact a pharmacist when he

WHAT YOU CAN DO…
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IN OR OUT:
ONE THING REMAINS THE SAME
Lowestoft Coalition Against the Cuts members divided could halt the stripping of local government's funds so
over the EU referendum for a host of reasons. But now that local initiatives could thrive and not die.
Instead he announced that Corporation Tax will be cut
the decision is made one thing remains the same – the
Tory government is committed to policies which enrich from 20% to “under 15%”. Come to Britain and profit
from a weakened workforce and cuts to public services,
the rich and increase insecurity for the rest of us. The
is Osborne's message. That
coalition used the financial crash
hasn't changed.
of 2007/8 as cover to privatise, to
freeze wages and to cut benefits.
Labour: What
The government will use the
present turmoil in the same way.
do they think
Chancellor George Osborne
they are doing?
could have announced a
programme of public works, he Theresa May (left) or Andrea Leadsom as Tory
The attempted coup by
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NHS: Chronically
to attack and discredit him.
under-funded and ...like the Greyfriars Medical Centre in Gt Yarmouth Most date from the Blair/
Brown era and are still loyal to
under-staffed
policies of creeping ever closer to Tory free market bliss.
Junior doctors have rejected the latest deal offered to
They have failed or refused to see that the whole political
them because the important issues have not been
landscape has changed. Their desperation to get rid of
addressed. A “7-day NHS” cannot be achieved by
the elected leader sets them against Labour Party members,
spreading junior doctors ever more thinly across the
with half of them, including Angela Eagle, acting against
service. Imposing unsafe working patterns on already
the wishes of their own constituency parties.
overstretched doctors will only lead to demoralisation.
Waveney Constituency Labour Party has, by a substanDedicated doctors will leave the NHS and the system
tial majority, supported Jeremy Corbyn and condemned
will crumble. And then, guess what? See overleaf for a
those attacking him. LCAC applauds local Labour Party
report on our local NHS.
members for their stand.
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